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1) Introduction

Many of  the  modern  learner's  dictionaries  give  the  user  not  only insight  into  English 

vocabulary, but also try to make certain grammatical concepts, which are to be encountered 

in everyday speech, accessible to the reader.

One of these essential grammatical concepts of English is the phrasal or prepositional verb. 

It  is  important  to  know  about  these  idiomatic  expressions  in  order  to  be  able  to 

communicate freely in English. However, also linguistic study takes interest in the concept 

of the phrasal verb in order to know whether to analyze a verb pattern as a verb phrase and 

a prepositional phrase or as a verb phrase containing a preposition with an object following 

the verb phrase.

The  way  phrasal  verbs  are  realized  in  learner's  dictionaries  affects  the  way  learners 

perceive the importance of the matter. 

Methodologically, this research is based on the findings in the four best known and most 

frequently used learner's dictionaries (Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, Longman 

Dictionary of Contemporary English, Cambridge International Dictionary of English and 

Collins COBUILD Dictionary of the English Language) and gives an overview on how 

certain  phrasal  verbs  which are  clearly marked as such in  the  Longman Dictionary of 

Phrasal Verbs are lemmatized in the mentioned dictionaries. The results are then compared 

and interpreted paying attention to the  dictionaries' user-friendliness and homogeneity.

2) Phrasal Verbs – A Definition according to CGEL

The Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language (CGEL) deals with phrasal verbs 

by putting up a roof category which it describes as "multi-word verbs". (Quirk et al. 1985: 

1150) In this category only verbal combinations which "behave as a single unit"  (Quirk et 

al. 1985: 1150) are included. In detail, such verbal combinations consist of a verb and a 

word  "given  the  neutral  designation  'PARTICLES'  "  (Quirk  et  al.  1985:  1150),  with 

prepositions and adverbs being members of this category.

2.1. Type I Phrasal Verbs

Furthermore, CGEL distinguishes between different types of phrasal verbs. "Type I phrasal  

verbs" (ch.16.3) are intransitive and have an adverb particle as second element. They can 
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take neither a direct object nor a prepositional object.1

2.2. Type II Phrasal Verbs

 "Type II phrasal verbs" (ch.16.4) are verbs which have an adverb as second element, too, 

but are transitive, which means that they can take a direct object either in between the verb 

and the particle or after the particle, but still no prepositional object, since the particle is an 

adverb.

2.3. Type I Prepositional Verbs

"Type  I  prepositional  verbs"  (ch.16.5)  are  characterized  as  multi-word-verbs  with  "a 

particle  which  is  unequivocally  a  preposition"  (ch.16.5).  These prepositional  verbs  are 

intransitive, meaning that they cannot take a direct object but due to the fact that they have 

a preposition as particle, they can take a prepositional object (ch.16.5). 

2.4. Type II Prepositional Verbs

Finally,  "Type II prepositional verbs" (ch.16.7) are multi-word verbs which are transitive. 

These prepositional verbs "are followed by two noun phrases, normally separated by the  

preposition" (ch.16.7), which means that they always take two objects, one of which being 

the direct object, "the latter the prepositional object" (ch.16.7).

2.5. Phrasal-Prepositional Verbs Type I

 There can also be multi-word-verbs which can have "both an adverb and a preposition as  

particles" (ch.16.9), which are called "phrasal-prepositional verbs" (ch.16.9). Multi-word 

verbs belonging to this class and cannot take a direct object are called  "Type I phrasal-

prepositional verbs" (ch.16.9)

2.6. Phrasal-Prepositional Verbs Type II

               

               Subsequently, those kinds of phrasal-prepositional verbs which can take a direct object are 

called  "Type II phrasal-prepositional verbs"  (ch.16.9). Both type I and type II can take 

1  For a detailed overview on the six types of multi-word verbs, see the table in chapter 16.10 CGEL.
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prepositional objects. 

3) The used Learner’s  Dictionaries in  overview and their  way of lemmatizing phrasal 

verbs

3.1. Problems in the definition of the term „phrasal verb“

Klotz (2000) points out that the concept of phrasal or prepositional verbs is used by all 

mentioned dictionaries, however „[...]stellt sich hierbei die Frage, welche Kombinationen 

von Verb und Präposition als  Präpositionalverb zu gelten  haben[...]  (p.58).  Indeed,  the 

classification known from CGEL is in its entirety not used in any of the dictionaries dealt 

with. This affects in turn the manner of lemmatizing phrasal verbs .

Also, when working with a learner's  dictionary of any kind and searching for possible 

combinations  of  verbs  and  prepositions,  one  might  come  across  the  problem that  the 

searched combination is not found because it is not lemmatized in the main entry like other 

combinations but has its own entry under the assumption that it counts as a phrasal verb. 

Klotz (2000: 58) says that this prevents  "eine konsequente paradigmatische Darstellung 

der Ergänzungsmöglichkeiten eines Verbs" 

3.2. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, 5th edition (OALD 5)

OALD 5 uses the term „multi-word-verbs“ (Study page A2) like CGEL does, but does not 

distinguish between phrasal and prepositional verbs. The only term used here is phrasal 

verbs,  which  is  applied  to  all  types  of  multi-word-verbs.  The  diverse  possibilities  of 

particles (i.e. prepositions, adverbs or both) are described giving examples on study page 

A2-A3.

Entries in the dictionary are marked by a box containing the abbreviation „PHR V“ at the 

beginning of the lemma which describes the phrasal verb. The example given shows a clear 

structure in lemmatizing phrasal verbs, following an alphabetical order. 

Concerning the meaning of phrasal verbs, OALD 5 distinguishes between phrasal verbs 

where „the verb and the particle keep their usual meaning“ (study page A2) and phrasal 

verbs  that  have  an idiomatic  meaning,  i.e.  the  meaning is  not  to  be  derived  from the 

individual meanings of the verb and/or the particle:  "Its meaning must often be learned 

separately from the simple verb it is derived from."(study page A1). Also, formality is a 

criterion OALD 5 applies for the semantics of phrasal verbs: „The meaning of a phrasal  
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verb can sometimes be explained with a one-word verb“ (study page A2). The more formal 

of these two variations is considered to be the one-word verb.

Grammatically, OALD 5 mentions separable and non-separable phrasal verbs as well as 

transitive and intransitive phrasal verbs.

3.3. Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, 4th edition (LDOCE 4)

LDOCE 4, similarly to OALD 5, determines phrasal verbs (the term „prepositional verbs“ 

is not used) by the particular meaning that the verb takes on when combined with a certain 

particle. Significant in this context is the fact that LDOCE 4 does not acknowledge multi-

word verbs, of which the meaning can be guessed from the context, to be phrasal verbs 

(Language  Notes,  p.  974).  Following  the  formality  criterion  mentioned  in  OALD  5, 

LDOCE 4 states that commonly single verb words are  "more formal and more technical  

than the phrasal verb" (Language Notes,  p.  974).  LDOCE 4 furthermore distinguishes 

between transitive  and intransitive  as  well  as  separable  and inseparable  phrasal  verbs. 

While OALD 5 tries to position the entries for phrasal verbs right below the main entry of 

the verb serving as the base for the phrasal verbs, LDOCE 4 usually creates extra entries 

for the phrasal verbs, occasionally leaving a big divide between the main entry and the 

phrasal verbs. 

3.4. Collins COBUILD Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 4th edition (COBUILD 4)

The corpus based COBUILD dictionary contains the least explicit explanation of the term 

phrasal verb, only describing the concept briefly, stating that they can  "consist of a verb 

and one or more particles" (p. xvii). However, in COBUILD 4 phrasal verbs are marked 

using  margin  notes  beside  entries,  also  signifying  which  verbs  take  a  preposition,  an 

adverb or both.

3.5. Cambridge International Dictionary of English (CIDE)

CIDE substitutes the term phrasal verbs by the more general expression "compound verbs" 

(p. 278) and distinguishes between transitive verbs which take an adverb, intransitive verbs 

which take an adverb, intransitive verbs which take a preposition and intransitive verbs 

which can take both an adverb and a preposition. "Verbs taking both the v adv and the v 

prep patterns" (p. 278) can either be transitive or intransitive. 
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Compound verbs have their own entries in CIDE and feature remarks on which kind of 

particle (preposition or adverb) the verb can take, also the object position is marked by an 

[M] .

4) Looked up phrasal verbs according to the Longman Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs

The Longman Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs (LDPV) is a reference work containing the most 

common  combinations  of  verbs  and  prepositions  or  adverbs.  Its  title  is  misleading, 

however, because not every of these combinations featured is a phrasal verb. Phrasal verbs 

are therefore marked with a *. According to the  Longman Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs, 

only  the  idiomatic  meaning  of  a  combination  of  verb  and  particle  qualifies  this 

combination as a phrasal verb.2 

As a basis for comparing the four mentioned dictionaries under the aspect of the phrasal 

verb issue serve only expressions found in the  LDPV,  which are clearly categorized as 

phrasal verbs.

The phrasal verbs looked up can be extracted from the following table:

sit 
down

enter 
upon

fall 
for

figur
e on

get 
abov
e

jump 
at

melt 
into

pass 
for

walk 
into

turn 
up

scale 
down

dump 
on

keep 
on

OALD - + + + + + + + + + + n/a B
LDOCE + + + + n/a + + + B + + + B
COBUIL
D

B n/a + + n/a - - - + + + n/a B

CIDE - - + - n/a + - + + + + n/a +

key:  B = found in main entry AND in extra entry, marked as phr. v. 

         + = own entry or marked as phr. v. 

- = found in main entry, not marked as phr. v. 

n/a = not contained in dictionary

To exemplify the difficulties in the definition of the phrasal verb concept and the effects of 

these differences of definition  on the various dictionary entries, a few verbs shall be closer 

looked at. 

 OALD offers  "sit  down" in  the main entry for  the verb "to sit",  thus,  since it  is  not 

lemmatized under the "PHR V" entry, it is obvious that OALD does not see "sit down" as a 

phrasal verb. " (OALD: 1057).

2  The information is taken from the "What are phrasal verbs?" – section on the first pages of the Longman Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs
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LDOCE features "sit down" in the main entry and also in an extra entry. The meanings that 

the verbal construct can take are the same in the main entry and in the "phr v" entry, i.e. 

"sit down" can mean either the process of sitting somewhere or the action or movement of 

sitting down.

In COBUILD, "sit down" is closer explained by pointing out that it  "means the same as 

sit"(COBUILD:  1353),  the  construction  of  "to  sit  someone  down"  is  given  as  an 

alternative. In the extra entry, there is only a link to the main entry, plus the construction 

"sit down and do something" as an idiomatic expression.

 CIDE sums up all variations and meanings of "sit down" under the main entry of "sit", 

while only the preposition is printed in bold letters, which is an indication of a multi-word 

verb not having a meaning which is completely different from the meaning of the verb 

alone (CIDE: 278).Thus CIDE does not see any of these variations to be a phrasal verb. 

(cf. CIDE: 1343)

In the case of "enter upon", OALD and LDOCE feature it in extra entries, in the former 

under the known "PHR V" list, stating that it has a "formal" meaning (OALD: 370) and in 

the  latter  with  the  remark  "phr  v  formal"  (LDOCE:  521).  While  COBUILD does  not 

mention "enter upon" at all, CIDE features it in the main entry with only the preposition in 

bold print, which is a sign for the verb keeping its usual meaning and not being a phrasal 

verb (CIDE: 461). 

"Fall  for" has two different meanings in OALD, depending on whether the object is a 

person or a neutral expression, but both of these meanings are included in an extra "PHR 

V"  entry  (OALD:  400).  Similarly,  LDOCE  also  creates  an  extra  entry  for  "fall  for", 

mentioning the informality of the expression (LDOCE: 566). Also COBUILD and CIDE 

create extra entries for "fall for", CIDE even creates two entries for the two meanings of 

"fall for" (CIDE: 499), evidence that for the lexicographers of CIDE, these two meanings 

are less connected to each other than for the authors of the other dictionaries, where the 

meanings are subsumed under one and the same entry.

All  dictionaries except for CIDE treat  "figure on" as a phrasal verb,  giving it  separate 

entries (OALD:414; LDOCE: 590; COBUILD: 534). In CIDE, it is difficult to distinguish 

main entries and extra entries anyway, due to the fact that basically every aspect of the 

meaning of the word lemmatized is included in a separate entry (see CIDE: x -> guide 

words).  In  the  given  case,  "figure  on  "  stands  under  "figure"  with  the  guide  word 

"EXPECT" (CIDE: 517) and features the preposition "on" in bold letters, meaning again 

that the verb keeps its actual meaning and it is not characterized as a phrasal verb. Also, the 

remark "[I]" for "intransitive" is added to the entry. 
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"get above oneself" is contained only in OALD under the "PHR V" entry for the verb 

"get",  meaning  "to  have  too  high  an  opinion  of  oneself"(OALD:473).  In  all  other 

dictionaries, "get above (oneself)" is not to be found.

When looking up "jump at" in OALD, it is clear that it is seen as a phrasal verb, since it 

stands under "PHR V" in an extra entry in the dictionary, meaning "to seize an opportunity,  

an offer [...]eagerly" (OALD: 615). Nearly the same description is given in LDOCE, here 

"jump at" has a separate entry as well (LDOCE: 876). In COBUILD, "jump at" is included 

in  the  main  entry  of  "jump",  there  is  no  margin  note  marking  it  as  a  phrasal  verb 

(COBUILD: 782). CIDE includes "jump at" under the entry for "jump" with the guide 

word "DO QUICKLY" (CIDE: 772), both the verb and the preposition are in bold print, 

thus marking the expression as a phrasal verb.

The next verb looked up, "melt into", was again found in OALD under "PHR V" (OALD: 

697), in LDOCE "melt into" also stands marked as a phrasal verb in an extra sub-entry 

below "melt" (LDOCE: 1028). COBUILD and CIDE both include "melt into" in the main 

entry for the verb "melt" (COBUILD: 896; CIDE: 885), in both dictionaries it is obvious 

by the criteria applied to the verbs before that "melt into" is not seen as a phrasal verb. 

COBUILD has no margin note to mark it as a phrasal verb and in CIDE only the particle is 

in bold print.

"Pass for" stands as a phrasal verb under "PHR V" in OALD, meaning "to be accepted as 

sb/sth" (OALD: 808), likewise LDOCE puts "pass for" under an extra sub-entry of "pass", 

with the remark "phr v" (LDOCE: 1201). In the same meaning as in OALD and LDOCE, 

COBUILD includes "pass for" in the main entry for "pass", there is also no margin note 

(COBUILD: 1049), proving that COBUILD does not handle "pass for " as a phrasal verb. 

CIDE creates an extra entry for "pass for" (CIDE: 1032), which is evidence that CIDE sees 

it as a full worthy example of a phrasal verb. 

"Walk into" has three different meanings in OALD: "to become caught in an unpleasant  

situation", "to succeed in getting a job without [...] an effort" and "to knock against sth/sb 

while walking" (OALD: 1276). All of these meanings are subsumed under the "PHR V" 

entry for the verb "walk". Basically the same meanings are included in the "phr v" entry in 

LDOCE, however here the possibilities of adding a preposition to the verb "walk" are also 

given in the main entry, referring to the usual meaning of "walk" (LDOCE: 1850). Also 

COBUILD offers an extra entry for "walk into" which is additionally marked with the 

margin note "PHRASAL VERB" (COBUILD: 1632). CIDE features "walk into" in the 

main entry for the verb "walk" however, both the verb and the particle are printed in bold 

letters, which classifies it as a phrasal verb with a figurative meaning. (CIDE: 1634)
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"Turn up" is the last phrasal verb OALD features under the "PHR V" entry of the verb 

"turn",  given several  semantic possibilities.  The entry is  subdivided into "turn up" and 

"turn sth up" (OALD: 1228). In a similar fashion LDOCE has a separate entry marked with 

"phr v" , also containing the transitive and intransitive versions of the verb (LDOCE: 1788)

In COBUILD, "turn up" also has a separate entry (COBUILD: 1563), as well as in CIDE, 

in fact, CIDE even features two entries for two separate meanings of "turn up", one with 

the guide word "COME" and one with the guide word "FOLD". "Turn sth up", in respect to 

electric  appliances  or  volume,  is  included in  the  entry for  "turn"  with the guide word 

"SWITCH",  which  means  that  here  "turn  up"  is  seen  as  a  regular,  non-idiomatic 

combination of the verb "turn" with the preposition "up", this being also recognizable by 

the fact that only the preposition is in bold print (CIDE: 1570-1571).

As for "scale down", all dictionaries are basically conform in saying that it is a phrasal 

verb and consequently exclude it  from the main entries (OALD: 1000; LDOCE: 1462; 

COBUILD: 1284; CIDE: 1260). What irritates here is that CIDE does create an extra entry 

for "scale" as a verb, mentioning that it must always goo with an adverb, however puts 

only the adverbs "up/down" in bold print,  which would mean that it is a non-idiomatic 

expression and not a phrasal verb.

"dump on" is  only mentioned in  LDOCE. Here,  there  is  a "phr v" entry for it,  giving 

different meanings of the verb (LDOCE: 488).

In the case of "keep on", OALD mentions it in the main entry for "keep" with the meaning 

of "to continue doing sth" (OALD: 618). The same meaning is also repeatedly mentioned 

in  the  phrasal  verb  entry,  along with  several  other  more  idiomatic  meanings  of  "keep 

on" (OALD: 619). The same fashion can be noticed in LDOCE, where an extra entry is 

created for the same meaning which is  already described in  the main entry plus  more 

idiomatic meanings (LDOCE:881-882).COBUILD deftly manages to avoid mentioning the 

same meaning twice by creating a cross-reference in the phrasal verb entry for "keep on" 

which  refers  to  the  main  entry,  where  "keep  on"  is  also  included with  a  margin  note 

(COBUILD: 787). CIDE features "keep on" in an entry for "keep" with the guide word 

"CONTINUE DOING" (CIDE: 777), the verb and the particle being in bold print, meaning 

that it is seen as a phrasal verb.

5) Conclusion based on the findings in the four dictionaries

Having gotten so far, it is obvious that whatever dictionary one looks at, one is likely to 

find different approaches to the concept of phrasal verbs. The fashion of entries differs 
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mostly only in between dictionaries and not within one dictionary and the pattern of how 

an  entry  is  structured  is  consequently  held  up  throughout  one  dictionary.  Thus,  the 

assumption  that  the  lexicographers  offer  only  an  unsatisfying  way  of  distinguishing 

between phrasal verbs and free combinations is mainly false. It is true that the way phrasal 

verbs – or multi-word verbs, or whatever description is used – are lemmatized by the four 

compared dictionaries varies strongly according to which definition of the grammatical 

concept of the phrasal verb the lexicographers have incorporated into their dictionaries. 

The fact that some combinations of verbs and particles are not at all included in some 

cases, or the fact that some combinations are marked as phrasal verbs in some dictionaries 

and not marked as such in others, shows that there seems to be no general consensus about 

the criteria for phrasal verbs.

As  for the user of learners' dictionaries, it is helpful to get accustomed to the dictionaries' 

way of dealing with multi-word verbs in order to make efficient work with the dictionary 

possible.
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